THE BEST OF SINGAPORE WITH
3N ROYAL CARRIABEAN
CRUISE 7N8D
(Tour Code: SIN025 - CP)

HIGHLIGHTS: 

03 Night Royal Carriabean Cruise from Singapore with Ocean view type of Stateroom



Cruise Itinerary : Singapore – Port KLANG – High Seas – Singapore



Singapore City Tour with Flyer



Jurong Bird Park



Night Safari Singapore



Universal studios Singapore



Full Day Sentosa Island Tour with One Way Cable Car Ride



Meet & Assist at Singapore International Airport on Arrival



04 Nights’ Accommodation in Singapore in Hotels as applicable for selected Package
Category (Standard / Deluxe / Premium)



03 Nights in Royal Carriabean Cruise in Ocean view type of Staterooms. Upgrades to
Outside / balcony / Suit rooms can also be availed with paying applicable charges.



Arrival & Departure Airport transfers on SIC (Seat in Coach) Basis



All Internal Transfers on SIP Basis



Lavish Buffet Breakfast during your Hotel Stay (04 Breakfasts)

MEALS: 

04 BREAKFASTS

DEPARTURE DATE: 

Please check with us for available departure dates

ITINERARY: DAY 1 : WELCOME TO SINGAPORE & VISIT NIGHT SAFARI SINGAPORE
Welcome to Singapore. On arrival in Singapore you will be greeted by your friendly local
representative outside the baggage hall area at the airport. Get assistance with your luggage
and then hop into your vehicle to be driven to your Singapore hotel in the most relaxed and
tension-free manner.
Visit Night Safari Singapore in the evening (Note: You must arrive by noon time in Singapore
to enjoy this Excursion this evening)

Today evening time, get ready to explore the Night Safari tour to see wild animals in artificial
moon light. The most popular way to experience the safari is through a tram ride. However, the
tour also has a nice walking trail that is lit by the moonlight. The whole park is dimly lit by the
moonlight. This is one of the best ways to enjoy the safari. Some trails you will see on the tour
are the Fishing Cat Trail, the Wallaby Trail and the Leopard Trail. Close to the Leopard Trail are 2
aviaries that house the flying squirrel and the Malayan flying fox. They are quite rare and
perfect to observe in their natural habitat.
A tour of the park is not the only thing the night safari consists of. You also have the
Thumbuakar Performance, where pyro warriors amaze you with their fire dancing and fire
eating skills. It is followed by a 20 min interactive show called the Creatures of the Night. During
this show, nocturnal creatures like the civet cat, hyena, otter, binturong, etc. showcase their
talents. Overnight at Hotel in Singapore.
Meals: No Meal
DAY 2 : SINGAPORE CITY TOUR WITH FLYER & GARDENS BY THE BAY
Singapore City Tour with Flyer in the morning
Morning after breakfast at Hotel, get ready to explore the city. Singapore city is a place full of
wonderful sights and attractions. However, this tour would be incomplete without a ride on
Singapore Flyer. This tour brings to you the best attractions in the city. Be sure to carry your
camera, as you will have plenty of photo opportunities.
A wonderful opportunity to appreciate the splendid beauty of Singapore from both land and
air! While our city-tour gives you an up-close view of attractions like Merlion Park, Suntec City,
Fountain of Wealth, Orchard Road, and Little India as well as China Town, the Singapore Flyer
ticket allows you to soak up the incomparable sights over the skyline of the city-state during
your 30-minute flight aboard Asia’s biggest observation wheel.
The Singapore Flyer, just like the London Eye, is a giant Ferris wheel which will take you 160 m
high for a breathtaking view. The Singapore Flyer has 28 capsules that are climate controlled.
Each capsule has a seating capacity of 28. Once on top, you get the most amazing view of the
entire city. You can also get a glimpse of neighbouring countries like Indonesia and Malaysia.
This is an experience that you should not miss.
Visit Jurong Bird Park in the Afternoon
Singapore is a great urban city, but their citizens are also nature centric. Despite the presence
of massive skyscrapers, the city has also preserved nature, and does a lot to educate future
generations. One such great preservation is the Jurong Bird Park. This massive park hosts more
than 600 species of birds if different aviaries, spread across 202,000 sq. mts. The aviaries are:African waterfall : The whole area is built like an African rainforest, complete with a man-made
waterfall. This aviary is home to birds like shoebills, saddle billed storks, black-masked birds,

etc. Lory Loft : In this aviary, you can feed, touch, pet and interact with the beautiful Lory bird
from the land down under, Australia.
Jungle Jewels Flight Aviary : In this South American aviary, you will see birds like red-crested
cardinal, toucan, yellow-hooded blackbird, etc. They are all only found in South America.
Southeast Asian Aviary : Home to rare and endangered birds from Southeast Asia, this aviary
has a large collection of birds that are found only in Singapore and nearby regions.
The Jurong Bird Park has other attractions as well. At the Bird Discovery Centre, you can learn
all about the species you see here, and at the Heliconia Repository, you can admire the
beautiful Heliconia flowers. Overnight stay at hotel.
Meals: Breakfast
DAY 3 : UNIVERSAL STUDIOS SINGAPORE
Universal Studio Singapore Full Day
Get entry to one of the Southeast Asia’s most popular theme parks, with our convenient and
flexible Singapore Universal Studios tour. You can indulge in endless fun, adventure and
entertainment in this massive 50-acre park. After all, our ticket provides convenient access to
all thrilling rides, unique attractions, and fun filled games spread over its seven-distinct movie
themed zones, such as Hollywood, New York, Madagascar, Ancient Egypt, The Lost World, Sci-Fi
City, Far Away, and Madagascar.
Hollywood: If you’ve always wanted to see Hollywood Boulevard, but have not got the chance
to go Los Angeles, you can experience it right here in Singapore. The famous street has been
recreated, and is an exact replica of the original. Another great replica zone here is the New
York Zone. It has the same skyline, facades, and sidewalks that you will see in the Big Apple.
Ancient Egypt: Calling all adventure lovers. The Ancient Egypt zone is full of adventure rides. Be
sure to check out the Revenge of the Mummy: The Ride and Treasure Hunter. Furthermore,
there are two more rides, The Waterworld, and The Jurassic Park, which are a part of The Lost
World section.
Far Away: The inner child in you will come alive in the land of Far Far Away, where all fantasies
come to life. If you have children with you then this place is compulsory stop, as they get a
chance to meet their favorite fairytale creatures. You can also check out rides like, Enchanted
Airways, Magic Potion Spin, Shrek 4D Adventure, etc.
Madagascar: Do you love to dance to the song, “I like to move it move it” by King Julian? If yes,
you will get a chance to dance to the song and more at the Madagascar section at Universal
Studios. The whole theme of the movie has been recreated in this section, so you will feel you
are part of this movie. Madagascar is full of rides and adventures that you will absolutely love.

Sci-Fi City: - This place is home to one of the tallest roller coaster rides in the world. It is 42.7
meters high. So, get ready to face your fears, and take a memorable ride on this amazing roller
coaster.
Fun, adventure, and entertainment, this is what a day at the Universal Studios promises to be.
Overnight stay at hotel.
Meals: Breakfast
DAY 4 : FULL DAY SENTOSA ISLAND TOUR
Full Day Sentosa Island Tour
Imagine a day full of adventure, fun and entertainment! Today you are going to experience it at
Sentosa Island. The full day Sentosa tour begins early and goes on till evening time and is filled
with lots of fun and adventure. You get to enter the island in style, and that is in a cable car. The
cable car takes you from Mount Faber to Sentosa Island and gives you a 360o view of this
gorgeous island. Do not forget to check out the major landmarks of the island during the cable
car ride.
Madame Tussauds Museum is your next stop. The wax models of celebrated artists and
personalities adorn the museum and you can not only view them but also take pictures with the
ones you like the best. The IOS or Images of Singapore LIVE is another experience you must not
miss. It takes you through the journey of Singapore from a simple fishing village to a global city
that it is today. Qyaside Walk, Malay Fishing Village, Four Winds Trading Co, Jubilee Cinema,
Miracle of Singapore, Commercial Square, Television Shop, Chinatown, the Spirit of Singapore
Boat Ride, etc. are some of the highlights of the place.
Apart from this, you can climb on the top of the Tiger Sky Tower which is the tallest observation
tower here and get a bird's eye view of the island. If you like adventure, you would definitely
love the time spend at 4D adventureland and at the luge & skyride. Once you are done with all
the fun and adventure, you are in for a great treat with the Wings of Time performance, a
sound and light show in the evening, which would not fail to awe you. Overnight at Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast
DAY 5: CHECK OUT FROM HOTEL & CHECK INTO ROYAL CARRIABEAN CRUISE
Morning is free for leisure & shopping
Evening transfer to Cruise for check in
Today morning is free for leisure. You can start by going to Orchard Road and shop at Malls like
Ngee Ann City, Ion Orchard or Paragon Mall. For kids shopping, you can visit the Forum Mall.
Have lunch nearby Orchard Road only. Later you can shop for Electronics by visiting Sim Lim
square. Its a mall where you will just find electronics, and you may strike a good bargain. Bugis
Junction is one of the more vibrant shopping malls in Singapore; part indoor department store,

part open-air shopping street, this modern retail space feels like a combination of the Bugis
Street Market and Bugis+ mall that both sit across the road. Later in the day you can visit
Marina Bay Sands Shoppes and spend time shopping there. You have a lot of branded stores as
well as local. Return to hotel for overnight stay.
You will be checking out from the Hotel by noon time & then will be transferred to Singapore Cruise
terminal to complete your check in formalities in the afternoon time. Cruise Departure time is 1630 HRS
in the evening. Overnight at your Stateroom in Cruise.

Meals: Breakfast
DAY 6 TO DAY 8 : CRUISE
Please note that you will be provided Inside Stateroom as standard booking option. In case you wish
to upgrade to Outside or Balcony or Suite Rooms in Cruise, please check with us in advance regarding
upgrade prices. Overnight at your Stateroom in Cruise.
Day

Port

8-Jun-2018

SINGAPORE

9-Jun-2018

PORT KLANG, MALAYSIA

10-Jun-2018

CRUISING

11-Jun-2018

SINGAPORE

Arrive

07:00:00

Depart

Activity

16:30:00

EMBARK

19:00:00

DOCKED
CRUISING

08:00:00

DEBARK

NOTE : The Above given Cruise Itinerary may be adjusted either in the Beginning of the
package, End of the package or In-between during your stay in Singapore to accommodate
the Sailing Date requirements by selected Cruise Lines. In any case, the inclusions mentioned
in the Itinerary will not change.
Meals: No Meals
DAY 8 : CHECK OUT & BACK HOME
Cruise will Arrive Back Singapore today morning. You will need to complete check out
formalities & then you will be transferred to Airport.
Good Times never End. After your Cruise Arrival back to Singapore please complete Check out
formalities. You will then be departing to Airport with Beautiful memories & New Friends met
while on Singapore Tour. If your return ticket is late in the evening, you may spend the day for
leisure activities or shopping in the city (on your own). Our convenient airport drop-off lets you

finish your Singapore holidays on an absolute hassle-free note. Our polite driver will meet you
at Hotel as per your time given to directly transfer you to Changi Singapore Airport.
Meals: No Meals

INCLUSIONS: 

Cost of VISA Application for your trip to Singapore



Meet & Assist at Singapore International Airport on Arrival



04 Nights’ Accommodation in Singapore in Hotels mentioned or similar depending upon
category of package selection



03 Nights in Royal Carriabean Cruise in Ocean View type of Staterooms. Upgrades to
Outside / balcony / Suit rooms can also be availed with paying applicable charges.



Full Day Singapore City Tour with Flyer by sharing transfers



Jurong Bird Park by Private Transfer



Night Safari Singapore by Sharing Transfers



Universal studio by Sharing Transfers



Full Day Sentosa Island Tour with One Way Cable Car Ride by Sharing Transfers



Arrival & Departure Airport transfers on SIC (Seat in Coach) Basis



Lavish Buffet Breakfast each day during your Hotel Stay only (Except Day 1)



Port Charges included

EXCLUSIONS: 

Airfare



Travel Insurance



Cost of Malaysia VISA fees – Approx. USD 100/- per person as applicable on your Cruise
Itinerary selection (Directly payable at Cruise Reception).



Applicable taxes to be paid as per Government Rules & Regulations



Any expenses of personal nature like Laundry, Telephone, Tips, Porterage etc.



Cost of Foreign Exchange for personal use



Surcharges as applicable due to peak season, surcharge dates, trade fair dates,
Christmas, New Year week. Any Surcharges if applicable would be advised at the time of
booking.



Meals other than that what is mentioned in your itinerary.



Any Other Services not mentioned in inclusion list



Royal Cariabean Cruises charges a per person gratuity as part of our cruise offering. The
gratuity will be charged onboard to our guests’ stateroom folio at the end of the cruise
when the guest settles their onboard expenses. Approx. SGD 17 per person per night.
This may change anytime.



Any meals on Cruise are not included.

SUGGESTED OPTINAL EXCURSIONS:There is no any suggested Excursion for this tour

ACCOMODATION:No. Of
Nights

04

03

PLACE / CITY

SINGAPORE

ROYAL
CARRIABEAN
CRUISE

STANDARD
(3 STAR HOTELS)

DELUX
(4 STAR HOTELS)

PREMIUM
(5 STAR HOTELS)

HOTEL BOSS

HOLIDAY INN
SINGAPORE

INTERCONTINENTAL
SINGAPORE

IBIS SINGAPORE

NOVOTEL SINGAPORE

SHERATON TOWERS
SINGAPORE

AQUEEN BALESTIER

PARK FARRER PARK

SWISSOTEL THE
STAMFORD

OCEANVIEW STATEROOM
(UPGRADES AVAILABLE FOR ALL CATEGORY OF PACKAGES BY PAYING
APPLICABLE CHARGES)

NOTE: IF ACCOMODATION IS NOT AVAILABLE IN ABOVE HOTELS, WE WILL OFFER
ACCOMODATION IN SIMILAR CATEGORY OF HOTELS DEPENDING ON PACKAGE TYPE
SELECTED

DATE & PRICE:-

 Please refer our website for updated available Dates, Prices and
Discounts. For Group Enquiries, contact us for special rates.
 In Case of Packages with Cruise, please consider only Infant (Less
than 02 Years Age) for CNB Category. Children above 02 Years
will be considered as CWB Category only.
STANDARD (3 STAR HOTELS)

Room Type

BROACHER PRICE
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNT
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNTED PRICE
(INR / PAX)

Adult on Twin Sharing Basis

91,140

13,390

77,750

Adult on Triple Sharing basis

87,173

12,453

74,720

146,020

20,860

125,160

CWB

84,000

12,000

72,000

CNB

30,100

4,300

25,800

Single Adult

DELUX (4 STAR HOTELS)

Room Type

BROACHER PRICE
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNT
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNTED PRICE
(INR / PAX)

Adult on Twin Sharing Basis

99,540

14,590

84,950

Adult on Triple Sharing basis

95,573

13,653

81,920

162,820

23,260

139,560

CWB

86,800

12,400

74,400

CNB

32,900

4,700

28,200

Single Adult

PREMIUM (5 STAR HOTELS)

Room Type

BROACHER PRICE
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNT
(INR / PAX)

DISCOUNTED PRICE
(INR / PAX)

Adult on Twin Sharing Basis

110,740

15,990

94,750

Adult on Triple Sharing basis

106,773

15,253

91,520

Single Adult

185,220

26,460

158,760

CWB

98,000

14,000

84,000

CNB

38,500

5,500

33,000

IMPORTANT NOTES:VISA


Malaysia Visas fees will be given on board in Cruise- approximately USD 100/person.



Indian passport holders can apply for a Singapore tourist visa that allows a stay for
maximum period of 30 days (Multiple Entry) with a validity of 2 years.



For travel to Singapore, travellers must have a passport valid for six months from the
date of entry to Singapore



Documents Required for VISA Application :

per



Duly Filled & Signed VISA Application Form 14A



6 Months Valid Passport with Original Color Copies. Any Old Passport Copy (If
applicable) will also be required



Two Recent Color Photos Passport Size In White Back Ground as per
specifications given (35 mm by 45 mm & should be absolutely clear).



Confirmed Return Air Ticket with Tour Itinerary. Details of confirmed Hotel
Bookings may also be required



A covering letter from the applicant mentioning the reason of travel and dates of
travel, addressed to ‘The Embassy of Singapore /The Consulate General of
Singapore’.



A leave letter from the applicant’s company on the company letterhead.



Please ensure that all the documents are in English. If not, then official
translations of the documents should also be attached.



If the applicant is residing on any other address than mentioned on the passport,
then the residential proof copy should also be attached. Two government
authorised address proofs with the same address need to be attached.



Apart from this, applicants should also have sufficient funds for the period of
stay in Singapore



Moreover, the consulate has the right to ask for additional documents as
deemed necessary.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE PLACE YOU ARE VISITING:HOW TO REACH


Many flights are available from Mumbai & Ahmedabad for Singapore. Flights from
Mumbai are normally cheaper compared to Ahmedabad. Also more frequencies are
available from Mumbai. Hence consider this alternative if suitable to you.



Return Transfers are included & hence we will transfer you to your hotel from Singapore
Airport and vice versa on your return.



If your arrival / departure time in Singapore is between 22 HRS to 07 HRS, additional
charge will be required for Airport Transfers



International Hotel Check in time is normally 1400hrs, Check out Time 1200hrs. If you
are reaching earlier, we may place request to Hotel for Early Check in. However this
solely depends on their approval & no guaranty can be made for early check in.



Hence Customers are advised to book their flights considering arrival time at Tour
Starting City. If there is big time gap between Arrival time & Hotel Check in time,
customers may need to wait either at Airport or Hotel Reception.

WHERE TO EAT


There are plenty of Vegetarian / Non vegetarian Indian Restaurants available in
Singapore.



Feel free to ask us for Indian Vegetarian Restaurant options near your Hotel and while
on Sightseeing places



If you feel tired after all day sightseeing activity or just want to spend time in Hotel
room relaxing, consider Door Delivery options to your Hotel. Most restaurants offer this
facility at no extra charges.



Tap Water is drinkable in Singapore.

HOW TO MAKE CALLS


Please buy local sim card so as to keep in touch with our representative in Singapore
during your sightseeing activities. You may purchase the sim cards from Airport itself.



You may purchase Prepaid Tourist sim card depending on your usage requirements. This
will help you stay connected during your entire stay in Singapore.



Hotels normally provide Wifi to guests. Free Wifi Hotspots are available inside Malls &
many other public places in Singapore.

WEATHER GUIDE & CLOTHING TIPS


True to its location in Southeast Asia, Singapore generally remains hot and humid all year round.
Showers may be experienced even during non monsoon seasons. Hence it is advisable to carry
light folding umbrella with you.



November-January: The wettest months are between November and January, when showers
can last for long periods of time.



Feb-April: The months between the summers and winters are quite pleasant. Plenty of outdoor
activities become available then.



May & June are the hottest months. The Hotel rates are normally cheaper this time.



July-September: While tourists visit throughout the year, the festive season is a great time to
explore the many facets of Singapore, especially around July when the Great Singapore Sale and
the Singapore Food Festival take place.



Loose, comfortable clothing is recommended, regardless of the time of your Singapore
visit. Pair it with a cardigan or a shawl when you’re indoors, particularly within
air-conditioned malls and entertainment areas with a freezing temperature.



Good Quality Sunglasses, Sunscreen Lotions & Hats are advisable for Summer months



Comfortable Walking shoes are advisable

OTHERS USEFUL INFO


Singapore Dollar (S$) is official currency of Singapore. Currency Exchange process is very
easy in Singapore & you may get good Exchange rates.



Calculate & Exchange only required currency required during your stay only. Since every
time you re-exchange, you lose money in transaction charges



Use all coins you have because Exchanges do not accept coins normally.



International Credit cards are accepted almost everywhere in Singapore.



Singapore is considered to be safe but we advise you to be careful of your belongings
while visiting crowded places.



Littering is punishable offence & offenders may face heavy fines



Smoking in public places is a serious offense in Singapore.



Chewing gums is another illegal act in the city-state.

TERMS & CONDITIONS:PAYMENT POLICY


Initial deposit of 10 % of Total Tour Cost to confirm you are booking with us.



50% of the Total Tour Cost per person to be made before 30 days of the departure.



100% of the Total Tour Cost per person to be made at least 15 days before departure.



For Booking to be done less than 15 days of departure date, please confirm with us
regarding availability of selected packages & any changes in Total Package Cost per
person



For packages where Air Travel is included, 100% payment towards Air Ticket Cost to be
paid at the time of booking only.



Payment will be collected in the INR as per ROE on the respective dates payments are
processed.

CANCELLATION POLICY


31 Days or more prior to Departure : 10 % of Total Tour Cost per person



30 Days to 16 Days prior to Departure : 50% of the Total Tour Cost per person



Less than 15 Days prior to Departure Date : 100% of the Total Tour Cost per person



Cancellation in Air Tickets (wherever applicable) will be as per Airline norms and
conditions.

REFUNDS


In case of circumstances beyond control, if we are forced to close the tours, we will
refund total payments made to us towards cost of the tours.



In any case, IMAGINETRIP will not be liable for any other liabilities apart from cost of
tours paid to us

OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS:

The above rates are based on minimum two persons travelling together & sharing a
room



Maximum three persons (2 Adults + 1 Child or 3 Adults) are allowed per room



Transfers wherever included are without Night Surcharges. For transfers between 22 Hrs
to 7 Hrs will be charged additional.



Given cost is estimated, based on lowest hotel rates existing as of now. We don’t hold
any confirmation for Hotels or Airline. It’s subject to availability at the time of booking.
Any difference in cost shall be borne by the passenger



Any further increase in airfare due to increase in the fuel prices, change in government
regulations, taxes, etc charged by the airline will have to be borne by the passengers.
IMAGINETRIP will not be held responsible for them. Above rates are subject to change
without prior notice.



Airline like Spice Jet, Indigo, Fly Dubai, Air Arabia, are LCC (Low cost carriers), so no food
and water will be served on board.



Room Rates are based on Standard Rooms. Supplement cost will be applicable for any
up gradation in room categories.



Coach or Cab will be with you during your sightseeing only, in your free time we are not
bound to serve you a vehicle. For further transportation needed during your free time
has to be managed by you at your own cost.



Meal coupons, if any, provided are without transfers. (Restaurants are walking distance
from your hotel, please note closing time of restaurant)



If any airline is delayed or cancelled, IMAGINETRIP is not responsible for any
compensation for Hotel, Meals, Sightseeing or any other claim.



If accommodation is not available in the identified or specific hotel for the particular
package tour due to reason beyond our control, we shall make our best efforts to shift
the clients to another hotel maintaining or having more or less the same standard. No
complaint or claim shall be made by the client in this respect.



No refunds either in part or full will be made for any unutilized service



All the sightseeing tours and excursions are organized by local companies. The timings
and days of operation are subject to alteration.



The pick up / drop off timing can be modified as per trip schedule. This also change
according to traffic condition and your location



Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a
no-show. No reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such
circumstances.



We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time
for the pick-up.



The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver
or tour guides. Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the
Driver or Tour Guide except in case of private transfers.



Kids under 12 years must be joined by a responsible adult, especially while indulging in
adventurous ad water activities.



Unless otherwise specified at the time of tour reservation, strollers are not permitted
inside the vehicle.



Due to any uncontrollable circumstances (like traffic conditions, vehicle breakdown,
delay by other guests, weather conditions) if the tour gets delayed or cancelled, we
will try our best to provide alternate options



If in any case the guest don’t not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the
pickup location then we will not arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided
for the missed tour.



Rates are subject to change without prior notice. Offer can be withdrawn at any point
without prior notice.



As a practice all International Hotels (Specially 5 Star Hotels) take a security deposit at
the time of check-in. The amount is generally blocked on the clients credit card or they
can pay cash to the hotel. The amount will vary according to the hotel and is refunded
back to the clients upon check out. Debit cards should not be offered as it will be
charged immediately and refunded only after 2-3 weeks.

